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TIH ROAD Tf!AT WI,DS

Even after all the years of bluegrass bands
covering rock tunes, it still comes as something of
a surprise to find Audie Blaylock and Redline
opening their recording with the Elton John/Bernie
Taupin classic, "Daniel." Less of a surprise is how
well they cover it. Setting the lyrics over a doubletime backing gives it a rolling , wanderlust sound in
contrast to the angst of the original , not damaging
the song one bit and in some ways, with all
apologies to Elton and Bernie, improving it.
That sets the stage for the rest of what is a
pleasing, ten-song release of four covers and six

originals, highlighted by the slow, country cover of
Carl Jackson's "Safe Water," with its ear-catching
melody/chord shift that graces the beginning of
the second half of each line. The chorus is also a
winner. "Where The Wild River Rolls," highly
emotional and equally country, though bluesier,
deserves a similar recognition, as does the
enervating uplift of Brownie McGhee and Sonny
Terry's rollicking folk blues "Ride And Roii."Think
of the latter as sort of in the vein of "Rocky Road
Blues."
Of the originals, listen for "Life Without A
Spare" and for "The Ties That Bind." Both are very
good. Blaylock and bassist Reed Jones co-wrote
the forrner, using the lack of a spare as a
metaphor for living a life on the rambling edge ,
one without a safety net. The arrangement has a
matching rambling gait taken in mediurn ternpo.
"The Ties That Bind" is a Jones original, slow and
heartfelt.
With this recording, banjoist Evan Ward
rejoins the band that also includes the creative
fiddling and mandolin work of Patrick McAvinue.
Together, the quartet create a highly unified
sound , one that is at times almost Dixieland in its
interplay and trading of fills and solo fragments,
and one that proves rewarding for the listener.
(Patuxent Music, P.O. Box 572, Rockville , MD
20848 , www.pxrec.com.)BW

HIGHLIGHT
MICKEY GALYEAN & CULLEN'S BRIDGE
MY DADDY'S GRASS

Rebel Records REB-CD-1856
The son of the regional bluegrass legend
(and beyond for those informed) Cullen
Galyean, Mickey is carrying on in his father's
footsteps. The sound is the sound in that
Round Peak/Galax bluegrass style where the
banjo and the fiddle have defined the music for
decades. Here, Rick Pardue plays that openthroated full-out roll that marks the true way
the banjo is played in that corner of the world.
Galyean plays guitar and Brad Hiatt is on
bass. It is Billy Hawks who plays the fiddle, the
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counterweight to the driving banjo, that fills out
the instrumental voices of this style, and there
is no need to clutter this mountain bluegrass
with excess. The vocals carry the day, with the
banjo and fiddle offering the counterpoint. This
is the Galax Sound.
James King makes one of his last
recordings here, singing on "We'll Be
Sweethearts In Heaven," and the old Stanley
Brothers number stays sung. It should not be
a surprise that they tap songs such as Dave
Evans' "One Loaf Of Bread ," Jarnes King's "It's
A Cold , Cold World ," and Cullen Galyean's
"Home With The Blues. " The nice surprise are
the five originals with Rick Pardue's name on
them . One of his songs, the title cut, is a
tribute to the rnusic they grew up on, and he's
also responsible for the witty "I'd Have A Dime."
Throughout, the vocals are powerful and
straight to the heart. These boys plow all the
way to the fence line.
If you like the powerful, true sound of real
bluegrass that's not ashamed of its rural roots
and still has a bit of mud on its shoes, look no
further. You will not find a better new recording.
These guys burn it hot and sing it with honesty.
Miss this and you will miss some of the best
'grass being played, period. (Rebel Records,
P.O. Box 7405, Charlottesville, VA 22906,
www.rebelrecords.com.)RCB
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BLUE CANYON BOYS
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The Blue Canyon Boys have become one of
the premier bands to rise out of the Rocky
Mountains West. They have toured the U.S. , the
Far East, and have gathered a fairly large following
wherever they perform. The band is Drew Garrett
(bass), Jason Hicks (guitar), Gary Dark
(mandolin), and Chris Elliott (banjo). On this
project, they included guest Ernie Martinez (pedal
steel}. This is a really nice project that includes
seven originals from band members. Hicks
penned "One Lonely Thought OfYou ," "Riding On
That Northbound Train," "Just An Old Dirt Road ,"
and "Old George's Repent. " Dark's compositions
include "Wake Up, The Party's Over," "This Heart
Of Mine," and "Shinjuku Station," and Elliot wrote
"The Road To Westcliffe." Other selections
include Monroe's "Get Down On Your Knees And
Pray," Betty Sue Perry's "Roll Muddy River," and
Buck Owen's "There Goes My Love" with
Martinez's pedal steel adding the country flavor.
Highlights include the honky-tonk "Wake Up The
Party's Over," the spirited version of "Born To
Be With You," and a really interesting take on
Pink Floyd's "Time." The group is very good
both vocally and instrumentally and seems to
have a good career ahead of them. (Blue
Canyon Boys , P.O. Box 1732, Lyons, CO
80540 , www.bluecanyonboys.com.)BF

JOE K. WALSH
BORDERLAND
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Despite establishing himself as a formidable
presence in the world of bluegrass and traditional

BLUEGRASS UNLIMITED

